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Address Shree Umiya Glass Works 
Plot No. 705/9, Phase - 4, G. I. D. C., 
Vitthal Udyognagar, Anand  
388 121, Gujarat

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our range encompasses Furnace View Glass, Light Glass, Sight Glass and Protector Glass. Catering to the demands of our clients, we also offer them
with Safety Glass / Shatter Proof Glass, Gauge Glass and Toughened Glass. Our products are manufactured using quality glassware such as corning
glass, which we procure from our rich and reputed vendor base.

The products we offer are acknowledged for features such as durability, reliability, availability in different sizes & shapes and capable to withstand
extreme temperature. We are facilitated with a sophisticated infrastructure, equipped with advanced machines and equipment. To assure quality, our
quality material is procured from renowned vendors, which includes St. Gobain and Gujarat Guardian (ModiGuard). Besides, we have our horizontal
toughening plant, which helps to manufacture Glasses as per the demands of our valued clients. We also undertake tempering process at temperature
of 680 degree to 700 degree centigrade under strict quality process. This helps to maintain uniformity and strength of the glasses. Moreover, with the
help of our efficient workforce and wide transportation network, we are able to cater both in the domestic and international market.
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